Evolving the corporate
strategy function for a
world of disruptive change
2020 Chief Strategy Oﬃcer Survey
Despite ambiguities around their role, Chief Strategy
Oﬃcers (CSOs) are uniquely positioned to see around
the corner, help their organizations navigate uncertainty,
and position their businesses for long-term success.

It’s time for CSOs to rise to the occasion.
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Unlocking disruptive growth is a strategic capability gap
CSOs recognize that the ability to generate disruptive growth in a fast-changing market environment is their organization’s
most critical strategic capability gap.

Bridge the gap
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Winning (today and tomorrow) requires ﬂuency in technology as a strategic enabler
There is still insuﬃcient understanding among CSOs of the role technology plays in enabling new strategic
possibilities. CSOs should not only seek to advance their understanding of new technologies, but also (and
most importantly) develop a personal point-of-view on how these technologies can help them solve their
most pressing strategic challenges.

Partner with C-suite technology peers
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Only a small percentage of CSOs believe that their organizations
are capable of fully leveraging the potential of:
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Strategic planning must become more dynamic
The traditional strategic planning process does not match the speed with which the market is moving and likely
.
needs to be reinvented.

“Future proof” your strategy

Strategy executives report that their companies refresh their strategy:

23%

45%

Scenario planning is a great technique to create optionality into your
strategy, arming the organization with a playbook to quickly react to
changes in market conditions or in competitive dynamics.
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According to

The annual strategic planning process typically
takes 3-4 months to complete

40%
respondents

Global economic prospects are a major concern
Even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the looming threat of a global economic downturn was a real
concern for Strategy executives.

Be prepared
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How CSOs feel about the direction of the global
economy:

As part of downturn planning eﬀorts,
ﬁnd answers to questions such as:
Will our existing strategy remain
relevant if market conditions shift?

43%

What strategic choices and investments should
we recommit to regardless of the market landscape?
What strategic gaps make our business more vulnerable to a
downturn?

10%

What opportunistic acquisitions could we
make?

43% of CSOs
are pessimistic
(or very
pessimistic)
about the direction
of the global
economy...
... while only
10% are optimistic

Where can we reduce costs? How do we
scale back up?
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Aspiration to become a CEO

While CSOs believe in their ability to ascend to the helm, they also recognize that they face some signiﬁcant
challenges in preparing themselves to achieve this professional goal.
.

44%

Close the CEO readiness gap

of experienced CSOs aspire to become
a CEO within the next ﬁve years ...
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... but they battle perceptions about them:

Being "outsiders"
in their own
companies

Lacking
operational
experience

Playing a role
that doesn't
demonstrate
tangible impact
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